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The Blockchain-based Staffing Platform



For FinTech Specialists








Whitepaper



also read in:



french



arabic









Sign up for Whitelist



The public tokensale will start on September 1st.
Be notified immediately by joining our whitelist!















Sold so far:










Soft Cap 1000000 FINC






Hard Cap 12000000 FINC























663 459


FINC




This represents the total amount of FINC sold until April 6th, 2018.


Regular price of 1 FINC: 1 EUR (€).
























Pre-Sale ends in:
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Whitepaper





Join our Presale





Request a deal

and invest in Pre-Sale!




During the pre-sale, we accept payments
in EUR, USD, GBP, ETH, and BTC.
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"Staffing financial technology professionals today does not require blockchain technology. However, the token created ecosystem with FintechFans allows employers and job seekers to directly interact with each other using smart contracts and other blockchain related technology."

ICOProbr.com














Meet FintechFans










Subscribe to our Whitelist




















































Who are we today?



FintechFans owns  the World's largest Financial Technologies Job Board.
We currently have around 4000 FinTech jobs available on our platform.



What are the potentials of the market we are focusing on?



The Financial Technology Industry is a rapidly growing market. In 2017, FinTech companies raised around 20 Billion US Dollars in investment money.



The FinTech market consists of approximately 5000 active companies of which 50 are unicorns. Unicorn-companies have a valuation of more than a billion dollar.






What problem do we aim to solve?



Because of the rapidly growing FinTech market, the demand for qualified staff is increasing exponentially. FintechFans has been founded to address this market.



In essence, FintechFans is a facilitator that makes it easier for FinTech specialists to find jobs and personnel.






How do we see the future?







Our current Job Board is a centralized platform.
But to expand our services we are planning to launch a blockchain-based decentralized staffing platform at the end of 2018!



This Blockchain-based Staffing Platform will help facilitate a more convenient interaction between FinTech Professionals and FinTech Companies by:


	
Cutting out the middlemen (the recruiters)

	
Offering a Decentralized Review System (leading to honest and unbiased insights)

	
Enabling peer-to-peer payment with the best tools to solve disputes efficiently and honestly





Read more

about our future product.














FAQ



Ask us any additional questions











	

What is FintechFans?

	Fintechfans is a company that provides a Job Board featuring more than 4000 job openings posted by over 500 companies. We are building a decentralized platform platform for freelancers and companies.
	

What is the FintechCoin?

	The FintechCoin enables the Fintech community to seek & offer jobs on the decentralized job platform as well as reviewing former partners. This will all be achievable at a fraction of the costs of the established job platforms.
	

Can I buy FINC with fiat money?

	

During the Pre-Sale (until March 30, 2018) you can purchase FINC with USD, GPB, EUR, BTC and ETH.



During the decentralized crowdsale, FINC can only be paid for with ETH.



	

When will the token sale take place?

	

The FintechCoin pre-sale has taken place from November 29, 2017 to March 30, 2018.



The public token sale will be held from September 1st until September 30th, 2018.





	

How much FintechCoin (FINC) will I get for 1 Ether (ETH)?

	
During the token sale, 1 Ether will be approximately equal to 810 FintechCoin (1 ETH ≈ 810 FINC). The price of FintechCoin during token sale is aligned with the Euro, meaning that 1 EUR can buy 1 FINC as announced in our Whitepaper.

	

What is the goal of this token sale?

	The goal of this token sale is to gather the funds for the development of a Decentralized Marketplace for Fintech professionals. The FintechFans platform will be turned into a place where Fintech companies can hire talented professionals both long-term and short-term.
	

What is the financial goal of this token sale?

	

The minimum amount FintechFans need to raise during the token sale is 1 million tokens worth of euros, which represents +/- 800.000 EUR taking discounts into consideration. If the amount raised is lower when the token sale is over, the funds will be returned to their owners.



The maximum amount FintechFans hopes to raise during the token sale is 12 million tokens worth of euros, which represents +/- 10.950.000 EUR taking discounts into consideration.



	

When is the FintechFans platform going to be ready for use?

	A live version of the platform has already been created. The entirely new decentralized marketplace however, will be released in Q3 2018.





	

How can I participate in the Token sale?

	

The Presale now has ended. The Public Token sale will start on September 1st.





Sign up to the Whitelist
to stay informed!





	

What is your position in the market?

	We already have an existing centralized Job Board. On this platform we have over 500 companies listed. Besides this the founding company, Qantani, has a lot of FinTech experience as a former Payment Service Provider. Therefore we know what is necessary in for FinTech companies. The Advisory Board also has multiple members with significant knowledge about and connections within the FinTech world.
	

How will you keep us up-to-date after the token sale?

	
In order to give token holders certainty about their investment, the company will maintain a blog to report about the project's progress. Topics treated in the monthly reports:




	Progress on the technical side
	Whether FintechFans is on track with the roadmap
	The token, usage and market value
	The company: Get to know FintechFans, see the project grow and join the conversation to give feedback.



	

How are the FintechFans' Smart Contracts structured?

	


	

Why do we use the Ethereum Blockchain for the FintechFans project?

	


	

How are we going to accomodate new developers?

	


	

How compatible is the Decentralized Marketplace with the existing Ethereum infrastructure?

	















FintechFans on tour

The past few months have been very thrilling for the team. And the next few months will probably be even more exciting. We partner with companies and people from all over world. And let's be honest: Nothing beats a face-to-face conversation.

So we decided to promote FintechFans on the road. Our management team will visit a series of events all around the world and take upon the opportunity to speak to partners and interested investors.







FintechWeek New York (USA) 2018-06-31 until 2018-07-02






We'll be present at the 2nd Annual FintechWeek in New York, so please reach out to us!

To meet with us in New Tork:
Send us an e-mail.










FintechWeek Sillicon Valley (USA) 2018-07-13 until 2018-07-16










We'll be present at the 2nd Annual FintechWeek in Sillicon Valley, so please reach out to us!

To meet with us in Sillicon Valley:
Send us an e-mail.






	


Other places we've been



	



Dublin (Ireland) 2018-06-11 until 2018-06-13









We'll be attending MoneyConf in Dublin, so please reach out to us!

Want to meet up in Dublin?
Send us an e-mail.






Amsterdam (The Netherlands) 2018-06-04 until 2018-06-06






We'll be present at Money 20/20 Europe in Amsterdam, so please reach out to us!

To meet with us in Amsterdam:
Send us an e-mail.










New York (USA) 2018-04-16 until 2018-04-20






We'll be present at the New York FinTech week, attending different summits spread over the week.

To meet with us in New York:
Send us an e-mail.










Zürich/Zug (CH) 2018-03-21 until 2018-03-23










Together with our partner Holland FinTech and a couple of Dutch FinTech companies we will go on a 'trade mission' to Switzerland.

Want to schedule a meeting?
Send us an e-mail.












Amsterdam (NL) 2018-01-29 until 2018-01-30






ICO2018 Amsterdam will be our last stop of the Crypto Economy World Tour.

Being my home town, we are thrilled to be speaking to the attendees in Amsterdam. Check out our booth if you're present at the event. But of course, when you're in The Netherlands, there's always the possibility of scheduling an appointment with somebody on the team.

Also at the Forum?
Send us an e-mail.










Paris (FR) 2018-01-29 until 2018-01-31










FintechFans can of course not miss out on the FinTech Forum Paris.

We'll be available in Paris to discuss our project from monday January 29 until wednesday Januari 31.

Also at the Forum?
Send us an e-mail.






London (ENG) 2018-01-25 until 2018-01-26




Marcel and Rene will be in London to attend ICO2018 London as part of the Crypto Economy World Tour.

Want to have a coffee while we're in London?
Just send us an e-mail.










Los Angeles (USA) 2018-01-24 until 2018-01-27








We will be in London to attend ICO2018 London as part of the Crypto Economy World Tour.

Want to have a coffee while we're in London?
Just send us an e-mail.






San Francisco (USA) 2018-01-22 until 2018-01-24




Marcel and Rene will be in San Francisco to attend ICO2018 San Francisco as part of the Crypto Economy World Tour.

Want to have a coffee while we're in SF?
Just send us an e-mail.










Singapore (SG) 2018-1-13 until 2018-1-18








After visiting Hong Kong, Marcel and Rene will continue to Singapore.

We'll take the time to discuss progress and future plans with some dear partners and strengthen our position in the Asian market.

Want to meet up in Singapore?
Just send us an e-mail.






Hong Kong (CN) 2018-1-7 until 2018-1-13




Marcel and Rene will be in Hong Kong in the beginning of January, following up on the trip in November, before continuing to Singapore.

Want to meet in Hong Kong?
Just send us an e-mail.










Dubai (AE) 2017-12-7 until 2017-12-10








Rene will be speaking at Blockchain Planet in Dubai December 9th in Dubai. Apart from that, we will meet with very interesting investors and potential partners.

There's still some timeslots available so please don't hesitate to contact me for a cup of coffee!

Want to meet up in Dubai?
Just send us an e-mail.






Tel Aviv (IL) 2017-11-29 until 2017-12-1




Marcel will visit partners and potential investors to kick of the pre-sale there locally.

Eventhough the agenda's are jam-packed, we're always interested in meeting up when possible. So don't hesitate to shoot us a message.

Want to meet up in Tel aviv?
Just send us an e-mail.










Johannesburg (ZA) 2017-11-21 until 2017-11-24









On november 22nd and 23rd the
Knowledge Resource Fintech Conference
will be held in Johannesburg, South Africa.


Apart from visiting the conference, we'll be visiting a couple of potential partners and will be available to meet up if you are interested.

Want to meet up in Johannesburg?
Just send us an e-mail.






San Francisco (US) 2017-11-14 and 2017-11-15





Of course we can not miss the start-up capital of the world, San Francisco. We'll be present on november 14th and 15th. On our trip, we'll visit
the Empire Startups conference


Want to meet up in San Francisco?
Just send us an e-mail.










Boston (US) 2017-11-12 and 2017-11-13








We'll be visiting a soon to be knowledge partner in Boston on november 12th and 13th. We'll be available for coffee and chats for part of the day.

Want to meet up in Boston?
Just send us an e-mail.






Hong Kong (CN) 2017-11-8 to 2017-11-12





Rene will be in Hong Kong for half a week. From november 8th untill november 12th, he'll be visiting some new customers and visiting the second annual
Hong Kong Blockchain Conference


Regardless the regulatory hassle in China, Hong Kong is a very strong hub for FinTech innovation. It also hosts a lot of existing and potential FintechFans partners.

Want to meet up (Preferably in Hong Kong Central)?
Just send us an e-mail.










New York (US) 2017-11-8 until 2017-11-12








We'll be present in New York for three days mid November. Apart from meeting up with a couple of partners and potential investors, Marcel will be happy to meet and speak to you about our project in the big apple.

Want to meet the team in New York?
Just send us an e-mail.






Hamburg (DE) 2017-11-07 to 2017-11-08





Wiebe-Marten will be present during two days of the
Fintech Week Hamburg
in Germany.


Besides visiting multiple of the events that make up the Fintech Week, Wiebe-Marten will be very happy to meet up and talk both about FintechFans' technical and practical sides.

Want to meet up?
Just send us an e-mail.










London (UK) 2017-11-1 to 2017-11-3









Marcel and Rene will visit the
Rise Coinscrum {Blockstars}
meetup in London.


Rise is a FinTech community with start-up hubs in London, Manchester, New York, Vilnius, Tel Aviv and Cape Town. They host meetups for FinTech companies around the world. We are very happy to visit another one of their great meetups.

Do you want to request a meeting with us while we're in London? Or maybe just a cup of coffee?
Just send us an e-mail.














About the founders


The founding company has built, scaled and sold a Fintech startup in the last 5 years. Qantani was a certified Payment Service Provider (PSP). Our mission was to provide accessible and affordable payment e-commerce solutions for online businesses.


After our exit in the PSP market we invested in various Fintech and blockchain related concepts. One of which is FintechFans.

Our history as certified payment provider renders us very capable when it comes to compliance, regulations and information security.



















The team


We have a highly skilled team! Click on one of us to find out more.

















Marcel van Oost



CEO























Frank Jansema



CFO























Rene van Pelt



CMO, Crypto Veteran






















Ratko Stamolija



Community Manager, Cryptocurrency Expert























Garry Grant



Sales Lead Hong Kong






















Luke Sherwood



Community Manager























Khareem Sudlow



Community Manager






















Paul Scholtens



Legal Expert






















Wiebe-Marten Wijnja



CTO, DLT Expert





























Marcel van Oost



×










Marcel van Oost



CEO



The Netherlands Region












Marcel van Oost




Marcel is a battle-tested expert in the world of Financial Technologies. He is founder of several (FinTech-) startups, amongst them Qantani , and is intimately acquainted with the intricate compliance details of digital payment systems.



He actively started working with Bitcoin from 2012 onward, and is striving to increase Bitcoin and Blockchain exposure in the Netherlands ever since.



In his spare time Marcel loves sports like football, running and cycling.


























Frank Jansema
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Frank Jansema



CFO



Aberdeen Region












Frank Jansema




As a financial consultant for Shell and his CFO experience at a payment service provider, Frank has earned his stripes as a financial specialist. He knows how to do his math and has a sweet spot for the Blockchain and cryptocurrencies.



In his spare time Frank loves to play chess and watch sports like football and cycling.


























Rene van Pelt
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Rene van Pelt



CMO, Crypto Veteran



The Netherlands Region












Rene van Pelt




Rene will be lead of the marketing department. Apart from marketing the FintechFans Decentralized Marketplace worldwide from Q1 2018, he will also be marketing the fundraising. Having worked with marketing automation as a marketeer, as well as having built a marketing automation platform as a programmer, with Rene the team has both the know-how and the guts to reach stake-holders and users.


























Ratko Stamolija
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Ratko Stamolija



Community Manager, Cryptocurrency Expert



Serbia Region












Ratko Stamolija




Ratko Stambolija studied computer engineering at the Belgrade College of Electrical and Computer
Engineering and proceeded to work as a freelance technical writer, assuring satisfaction of many clients
over the years. Passionate about innovative technologies, he became an active supporter of Blockchain
and cryptocurrency projects. He is currently working on his first novel, which depicts the impact of
technology on modern relationships. His greatest fan is a dog named Little Dog Joe. Ratko lives in
Belgrade, Serbia.























Garry Grant
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Garry Grant



Sales Lead Hong Kong



Hong Kong Region












Garry Grant




Garry has spent nearly a decade in Asia with experience spanning financial services, technology and recruitment where he launched and runs his own business delivering across digital tech and data science.



Garry holds an Engineering degree in Aerospace Systems and has a deep fascination with world changing technologies particularly across the FinTech and HRTech space.




“ Fintech, blockchain and mobile are the catalysts driving a new generation of business models.
In turn this will fuel world changing levels of innovation and application putting the past couple of decades to shame.  Now really is the time to start getting excited about the future! ”























Luke Sherwood
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Luke Sherwood



Community Manager



Great Britain Region












Luke Sherwood




Luke is a proficient cryptocurrency and token trader, having developed a passion for and deep understanding of blockchain applications. He has the talent necessary to generate ICO popularity, providing any developing project with a wealth of information and valuable ideas.























Khareem Sudlow
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Khareem Sudlow



Community Manager



New York Region












Khareem Sudlow




Khareem Sudlow is a Crypto-Currency enthusiast and investor since 2016 with over 10 years IT/Telcom experience. Promotes Fintech social networks & development of online communities.























Paul Scholtens
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Paul Scholtens



Legal Expert



The Netherlands Region












Paul Scholtens




Paul\'s expertise lays in corporate and labour law. In this role his main responsibility will be contracting employees and advising in project related legal questions. In his spare time Paul likes to spend time outdoors and exploring new ideas.


























Wiebe-Marten Wijnja
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Wiebe-Marten Wijnja



CTO, DLT Expert



The Netherlands Region












Wiebe-Marten Wijnja




Wiebe-Marten loves conceiving things that just keep working. A Computing Scientist in body and mind, Wiebe-Marten started working with Bitcoin in 2012. After a couple of free-lance projects, he worked on the SatoshiCarnival Bitcoin casino. Besides this, he loves using and thinking about the BitTorrent protocol, and other systems that allow for decentralized data sharing. Wiebe-Marten is an enthusiastic Open Sourcerer , and a long-time developer using the Elixir programming language that is geared towards creating scalable and fault-tolerant applications. He is also a moderator on the Elixir Forum.



In his spare time, Wiebe-Marten loves making music (piano, marimba) and experiencing new things.
























Advisory Board




Click on our pictures and find out more.












Julian Lagus



Legal Expert



Finland Region




















Julian Lagus
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Julian Lagus



Legal Expert



Finland Region












Julian Lagus




Julian is working for his Master of Law on the University of Helsinki, Finland. Julian is a specialist in the area of Distributed Ledger Technologies and Cryptocurrencies.



Julian has a Bachelor of Laws (cum laude) from University of Groningen, where he focused on International and European Law. Julian is currently pursuing an LLM in the University of Helsinki. His specialities are cross-border transactions and business activities, conflict of law situations stemming from the aforementioned relationships and legal tech. He also has experience with working as an entrepreneur.

























Agustin Rubini



FinTech Veteran



London Region




















Agustin Rubini
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Agustin Rubini



FinTech Veteran



London Region












Agustin Rubini




Agustin is a financial industry strategist that often speaks and writes about FinTech, banking, and the future of financial services. Versed in developing digital strategy and driving innovation in the financial services industry, Agustin enjoys discussing the future of banking and the disruptive effect of technology on the financial services inrefreshing previewdustry. Agustin is a director from Banking Innovations, and advises on innovation, portfolio growth, customer experience, marketing strategies, investment and digital transformation within the financial services industry. He has extensive digital programme delivery, and is currently working in FinTech in HSBC Commercial Banking.



Agustin is the author of the book "FinTech in a Flash: Financial Technology Made Easy".




























Michel Herder



HR Advisor



The Netherlands Region




















Michel Herder
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Michel Herder



HR Advisor



The Netherlands Region












Michel Herder




Michel is a change leader with years of experience inside the recruitment business including a HR background and knowledge about different new technologies. Michel carefully keeps an eye on the latest developments. Blockchain is such a technology with a lot of opportunities which could disrupt several business models in different branches.

























Paul Hagens



Payments Professional



The Netherlands Region




















Paul Hagens
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Paul Hagens



Payments Professional



The Netherlands Region












Paul Hagens




Paul is a Payments and Financial Technology veteran. With years of experience in the payments industry from marketing \& sales to management and recruitment; Paul is of great value to the team. Paul knows the roles in a FinTech teams and knows the bottlenecks in recruitment and hiring quality candidates.

























Chrisjan Pauw



Cryptocurrency Expert



London Region




















Chrisjan Pauw
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Chrisjan Pauw



Cryptocurrency Expert



London Region












Chrisjan Pauw




Chrisjan is a content writer specializing in FinTech and Finance. A fully qualified Chartered Accountant with many years\' experience working in corporate finance in London, Chrisjan started up his own content writing website. This is where his love for finance very quickly expanded into a fascination with FinTech and how disruptive technologies have the potential to completely revolutionize every aspect of the financial landscape.



Chrisjan loves the outdoors and one of his favourite places is the bushveld in his native South Africa.



























Michelle Katics



FinTech Entrepeneur



Singapore Region




















Michelle Katics
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Michelle Katics



FinTech Entrepeneur



Singapore Region












Michelle Katics




FinTech Entrepreneur, FemTech leader, and start-up mentor. Risk manager, mathematician, and economist by training. Michelle aims to drive a paradigm change in the financial sector and drive banks and employees to practice and certify skills in a simulation environment, leading to sharper skills, smoother conduct risk compliance and individual accountability.

























Anthony S. Dell



RegTech Evangelist, Lawyer



Boston Region




















Anthony S. Dell
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Anthony S. Dell



RegTech Evangelist, Lawyer



Boston Region












Anthony S. Dell




Risk, Regulatory, Compliance, and Legal Corporate Strategy Leader and C-Suite Executive with exceptional communication skills and true business vision in Risk Management, Legal and Regulatory Strategies, Corporate Compliance, FinTech, Data Privacy/Cybersecurity, and financial services. Frequent public speaker on expert design and build for risk-intelligent, cost-effective, scalable operations and controls programs that enhance enterprise value with demonstrable ROI. Engineer\'s approach infused with high EQ and artist\'s passion for innovation and technology in strategy, policy, risk, compliance, audit, and legal functions that flex through rapid change.



























Stefano Covolan



FinTech Entrepreneur



Singapore Region




















Stefano Covolan
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Stefano Covolan



FinTech Entrepreneur



Singapore Region












Stefano Covolan




Stefano has 8 years of experience in growth and marketing, focused on the startup tech scenes of Singapore, China and Italy. He holds a master in Finance from Grenoble Ecole de Management (GGSB) and a degree in Economics and Finance from Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore. He has been involved with the Fintech scene for 4 years, he is a mentor for Startupbootcamp, an angel investor in a media production company (sol food), and a Fintech influencer in SG and Asia.



He launched the first Satoshi Square in Singapore, running the association \'FunTech\', developed few simple blockchain projects, and it has been involved with different ICOs in the past years. He loves to help people and he is always happy to create valuable partnerships.






























Casper Jaspers



Lawyer



Amsterdam Region




















Casper Jaspers
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Casper Jaspers



Lawyer



Amsterdam Region












Casper Jaspers




Casper was a corporate attorney at a Zuidas law firm. Fascinated by the impact of blockchain on business models and corporate governance, he now advises clients on blockchain to develop business opportunities. Casper also works together with startups on initial coin offerings and has tested various crypto assets on their strengths and weaknesses. He co-authored a leading book on Dutch corporate governance (Handboek Voorzitter, 2017)





























Timeline


















The Future Product







The Decentralized Marketplace is for one-off tasks and short-term positions.

The freelancing market is one of the target segments, which is calculated to be greater than 5 billion dollars globally, and in the US it represents 35% of the total workforce. The other key segment is the interim positions market. Contractor numbers in the UK and European Union (EU) have undergone a marked and prolonged period of growth since 2008. The rise, which has occurred in spite of a largely stagnant labour market, acts as proof that attitudes are changing towards work and more people are recognising the benefits of flexible working.

The Marketplace is a completely novel, decentralized application. As it consists, at its core, as a set of Smart Contracts on the Ethereum blockchain, interference by any party, including the FintechFans Company itself is impossible.

Payment for performed services can optionally directly happen through the marketplace.


FintechFans' web portal will be an easy way for visitors to browse and view the Marketplace, but a decentralized application
(dapp)
to browse the portal is also planned.
















Power to the stakeholders, not the recruiters

And of course a seamless user experience




























The FintechFans decentralized job marketplace


The way the contracters' staffing industry works nowadays is sub-par: Recruiters are an all-powerful man-in-the-middle. They drive up prices, harming quality of work in the end. They have to be very secretive about the professionals in their network to ensure they will be paid for placement, endangering the quality of selection on the company's side.



















We envision a world where professionals have a profile that is not the result of centralized assessment and review. Instead, it is a detailed historical overview of all activities within the field of work. Because transactions and performed jobs are logged in a decentralized datastore, participants of the platform can use their own methods and tools for assessment of quality. For example: data can be interpreted in such a way that companies select specialists that meet their requirements of prior work experience. Whereas specialists can select companies that have the reputation of paying 50% upfront.






























Full of features, built for the future

And of course fully decentralized






























Mobile & Web

Ready for modern users. The platform will be available on mobile and web.








Affordable recruitment

Our token sale based funding will render the platform very affordable for day-one industry players.











Secure

While opening up valuable data for employers. Your personal data is perfectly secure.








Flexible Use

Put an image, video, animation, or anything else in the screen!





















The Press Loves Us


Click on the logo's to find out what the press is saying about us








































































































































































































































































The Pre-Sale







The FintechFans Pre-Sale is meant for investors and future customers of the FintechFans dApp. To improve the quality of the ecosystem, we invite early adopters to sit with us at the designtable. In return, we offer discounts on the FINC bought from our own capital.
Contact us




	In the Pre-Sale, you can buy FINC with Euros, USD, GBP, BTC and ETH.













Distribution of funds














The Ether that has been spent during the Decentralized Crowdsale will amount, at minimum, to a value of at least ≈ €800.000,− and at most ≈ €10.950.000,−.
Do note that because of the discounts being given during the Pre-Sale and the Public Decentralized Crowdsale, it is possible for the final amount accessible for development to be somewhat less. We prepare for a minimum as low as ≈ €800.000,− which would be enough to build the platform in its most rudimentary form.



















Predicted distribution of funds, in percent of the raised amount. Roughly 50% will be spent on Management, and 50% on Development. ⋆: percentage is based on the minimum amount raised in the decentralized crowdsale. When passing the soft cap, the amount of money that will be attributed to management will not increase. Instead, the extra money is then evenly divided over the other section.














Get in touch

	




	




	




	




	




	












Find us on Github



















For a reference to our smart contracts you can visit our Github space.




Go to Github













US - New York



Opening Soon

United States of America





Main Office



Mauritsstraat 1


9724BH Groningen
The Netherlands





+31502113626





[email protected]





Asia - Hong Kong


1104 Crawford House


70 Queens Road Central Central
Hong Kong










© 2017 FintechFans. All Rights Reserved.
























Set-up a meeting with us


×




Check the cities we're covering during our tour and request a meeting with us.


What is your name?



What is your e-mail address?



Where do you want to meet?
(Zürich/Zug) (CH) 2018-3-21 until 2018-3-23
(Zürich/Zug) (CH) 2018-3-21 until 2018-3-23




Please specify a preferred date and leave a message.














